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Abstract
Topology maintenance, or how to handle the possibly concurrent joining and leaving of nodes, is a
central problem for structured peer-to-peer networks. A good topology maintenance protocol should run
efficiently, fully maintain the topology, and should not unduly restrict concurrency. In this paper, we
present such a protocol for a multi-ring topology called Ranch. The protocol is efficient: for each join
or leave, it uses a logarithmic number of messages with high probability. The protocol fully maintains
Ranch after joins and leaves, and allows for a high degree of concurrency. To our knowledge, this is
the first maintenance protocol that enjoys all of these properties for a structured peer-to-peer network
topology.
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Introduction

Churn, the constant coming and going of nodes, is a serious problem for structured peer-to-peer networks,
because these networks organize their nodes into a certain topology and churn disrupts this topology [13,
41, 42]. Experiments have shown that many structured networks suffer high churn, which severely affects
the functionality of the networks [11, 38, 46]. As such, churn handling is a central problem for structured
networks.
Churn handling can be abstracted as the following theoretical problem of topology maintenance: Given
a set of networked nodes, a subset of which form a certain topology via their neighbor variables, design a
protocol to handle the possibly concurrent joining and leaving of nodes so that the topology is maintained.
In the present paper, we assume a fault-free environment where nodes do not crash and messages are not
dropped, and an asynchronous communication model where messages take a finite but otherwise arbitrary
amount of time to arrive.
In this paper, we use the word “leave” to mean that a node intentionally departs a network, sometimes
called “voluntary leave” in the literature, and we use “crash” to mean that a node has a fail-stop fault,
sometimes called “involuntary leave” in the literature. We use the word “fault” to mean a failure of a
general kind, e.g., a node crash, a link failure, or a message loss.
A number of topologies have been proposed for structured peer-to-peer networks in the literature (e.g., [6,
15, 26, 31, 32, 36, 37, 40, 44, 47]). Although these topologies are too dissimilar to admit a concise unifying
definition, they do share some common properties. For example, these topologies are scalable, in the sense
that they have low degree (i.e., the maximum number of neighbors of each node) and diameter (i.e., the
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maximum number of hops between any two nodes), so that operations such as lookups can be performed
efficiently. Moreover, these topologies do not have bottleneck nodes such as the root of a binary tree. In this
paper, we use “structured peer-to-peer network topologies” to refer to this class of topologies.
A good topology maintenance protocol should have the following properties. First, it should run efficiently, because joins and leaves happen frequently in practice. Second, it should fully maintain the underlying topology, because structured networks rely on the topology, or at least a good approximation of it, to
provide efficient support for basic operations such as lookups. Third, it should not unduly restrict concurrency, again because of the frequency of joins and leaves. This last requirement excludes trivial solutions
such as allowing only one join or leave at a time for the entire topology.
It is nontrivial to design a protocol that has all of these properties. One challenge is the potential concurrency in joins and leaves, by which we mean the possible interleaving of the messages involved in handling
different joins and leaves. Another challenge is the sophistication of many structured peer-to-peer network
topologies, which requires the update of neighbor variables located at multiple nodes (typically a logarithmic number of them) for each join or leave. A third challenge is the asynchronous communication model,
which excludes round-based protocols. In other words, it is not clear how a sophisticated topology can
be maintained under arbitrarily concurrent joins and leaves using asynchronous messages. Consequently,
most existing work (e.g., [8, 27, 43]) only maintains the correctness, but not the scalability, of a topology.
As a result, the topology deteriorates over time, at a rate proportional to the frequency of joins and leaves.
Periodically, a repair protocol runs in the background to restore the original topology. However, there are
two shortcomings to this approach. One, it is desirable that a structured network is fully maintained so
that it continues to provide efficient support for basic operations such as lookups. Two, since the topology
is not immediately and fully repaired, over time it may deteriorate so severely that a full reconstruction is
needed [3].
In this paper, we present the first maintenance protocol that has all the above-mentioned properties
for a structured peer-to-peer network topology. The topology is called Ranch (random cyclic hypercube,
Section 3), which is composed of a collection of loosely related rings. Ranch is a topology suitable for
structured peer-to-peer networks. For example, it has a logarithmic degree and diameter with high probability and does not have any bottleneck nodes. Using our previous work on ring maintenance protocols as
a building block [25], each join or leave operation in Ranch proceeds by joining or leaving one ring at a
time, and uses only a logarithmic number of constant-sized messages in total. Although perturbed during
joins and leaves, the Ranch topology is fully maintained afterwards and does not require a separate repair
protocol. Furthermore, the maintenance protocol allows for a high degree of concurrency by “locking down”
a small number of neighbors for a short amount of time for each join or leave. Like most existing work,
we assume an external mechanism (called the contact function in this paper) that enables a joining node to
find an existing node in the network. The degree of concurrency achieved also depends on this mechanism
because it determines which nodes are to handle which joins. However, we treat this external mechanism as
a black box in the present paper.
Several technical challenges have to be addressed for the design of such an protocol. In what follows, we
highlight three of these challenges and give an informal description of our key ideas; the full details appear
in the main technical section of the paper (Section 4). The first challenge is as follows. Ranch in essence
is composed of a collection of loosely related rings, where each ring has a unique label. As nodes join and
leave, the number of rings in Ranch increases and decreases accordingly. A tricky issue with the changing
number of rings is to avoid the creation of more than one ring with the same label. We achieve this by
letting two potentially conflicting join operations traverse a common ring so that they necessarily become
aware of each other at some point, ensuring that one of them will back off. However, if implemented
straightforwardly, the protocol can become quite complicated [24]. We reduce the complexity by pretending
that all of the nodes are initially organized into a “virtual base ring.” Section 4.2 presents the details.
The second challenge is that, since the rings in Ranch are related to each other, the maintenance of one
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ring often depends on that of another. As joins and leaves happen on all rings, co-maintenance of different
rings is not easy to achieve. This difficulty turns out to be the biggest challenge of the paper. Our key idea is
to “lock down” portions of one ring (the source ring) to ensure that another ring (the target ring) is properly
maintained. Section 4.3 presents the details.
The third challenge lies in the construction of global invariants for the assertional proofs. In particular,
we need to develop a formal way to express that two operations, either of which may be a join or a leave,
do not conflict with each other. To this end, we introduce the notions of the range of a joining node and the
scope of a join message to facilitate the proofs. Section 4.5 presents the details.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 surveys related work. Section 3 presents
the Ranch topology. Section 4, the main technical section of this paper, presents a maintenance protocol
for Ranch. Section 5 provides additional discussion related to various aspects of the protocol. Section 6
concludes the paper. Appendix A contains notational conventions used in this paper. Appendix B contains
an assertional correctness proof for the maintenance protocol.

2

Related Work

Peer-to-peer networks can generally be classified into two categories, structured and unstructured, depending on whether they are based on a specific underlying topology. As the name indicates, unstructured
networks have more relaxed topologies, and as such, topology maintenance is less of a problem for unstructured networks. That said, it is still desirable to maintain certain good properties (e.g., connectivity, low
degree, low diameter) for unstructured topologies. For example, Pandurangan et al. [34] have proposed how
to build connected unstructured networks with constant degree and logarithmic diameter. In what follows,
we focus our discussion on structured networks.
In recent years, numerous topologies have been proposed for structured peer-to-peer networks (e.g.,
[6, 15, 26, 31, 32, 36, 37, 40, 44, 47]). Structured networks are all vulnerable to churn. Churn is not a
problem for other distributed systems: classical distributed systems typically have much lower churn, which
is mainly caused by faults. Consequently, topology maintenance, although not receiving much attention at
first, is by now a widely acknowledged problem and is an active research area.
Lynch et al. [30] are among the earliest to address correctness issues in peer-to-peer networks. They
give a topology maintenance protocol for the Chord ring, but the protocol does not work if joins and leaves
interleave. Aspnes and Shah give a join protocol and a leave protocol for Skip Graphs [6], but like Lynch et
al. [30], these protocols do not work if joins and leaves interleave. Hildrum et al. [16] give an active join
protocol for Tapestry [47], together with a correctness proof. They also describe how to handle leaves
(both voluntary and involuntary) in Tapestry. However, the paper mainly focuses on individual leaves.
Liu and Lam [28] have also proposed a join protocol for a PRR-like topology where bit-correcting is the
primary correctness concern. In a subsequent paper, Lam and Liu [20] extend the join protocol to maintain
k-consistency (i.e., maintaining k, rather than one, edges for each bit-correcting hop) of the network and
integrate a failure recovery protocol with the join protocol. The resilience to churn is then evaluated using
simulation.
Risson et al. [39] extend our previous work [25] to the design and verification of a fault-tolerant active
ring maintenance protocol. The main idea is to treat every join or leave operation as a transaction, which is
controlled by a Paxos commit algorithm. The maintenance protocol and its proof obligations are formally
developed using a method called the B Method. The main cost of this approach is increased message
complexity.
Our work can be viewed as handling worst-case joins and leaves because we allow for arbitrary concurrency. A different approach to this problem is taken by Kuhn et al. [18, 19] and Albrecht et al. [1], who treat
leaves as crashes and perform periodic maintenance. An adversary is assumed to have the ability to add or
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crash an upper-bounded number of nodes per period at arbitrary places in the topology (e.g., O(log n) in
Kuhn et al. [19], where n is the number of nodes in the system). The topologies proposed in these papers
contain sufficient redundancy to tolerate the disruption imposed by the adversary. At the beginning of each
period, a snapshot of the topology is taken and a round-based maintenance algorithm runs during the period
to incorporate the newly joined nodes and to purge the newly crashed nodes. Joins and crashes that happen
during the period are ignored until the beginning of the next period. A nice property of this approach is that
the topology is never fully repaired but is always functional (because of the redundancy). In contrast, our
work has no a priori limit on how often joins and leaves can happen: if two operations conflict with each
other, one backs off and tries again in the future. Our protocol is fully asynchronous, we handle each join or
leave as soon it happens, and we treat leaves actively.
Several papers have addressed fault tolerance in topology maintenance by way of self-stabilization [8,
9, 43]. Shaker and Reeves [43] give a self-stabilizing maintenance protocol for an ordered ring, where the
nodes are organized into a ring based on their logical identifiers (e.g., the identifier ring used by Chord).
However, the protocol does not maintain the long jumpers (i.e., the long fingers in Chord), and hence it does
not maintain a scalable topology. Furthermore, maintaining an ordered ring is quite different from maintaining an unordered ring, the basis of Ranch. This is because the logical node identifiers in an ordered ring
can help to construct the ring. To be more specific, suppose that a group of nodes know about each other’s
logical identifiers. Then they can instantly construct the ordered ring without exchanging any messages because by inspecting the identifiers, each node knows the identifiers of its predecessor and successor. Clearly,
this method does not work for unordered rings. Therefore, the main issue for maintaining an ordered ring
is membership rather than concurrency, that is, how to enable every node to learn about the identifiers of
other nodes. Their idea is to assume a bootstrapping system (analogous to the contact() function in our
protocol) that return some bootstrapping peers that form a weakly connected graph. This way, every node
eventually learns about other nodes via these bootstrapping peers. Chen and Chen [8] address basically the
same problem as Shaker and Reeves, but weaken the assumption and the load on the bootstrapping system.
In particular, Chen and Chen use more sophisticated protocols to ensure that the topology can be repaired
and that the bootstrapping system is needed only when the topology is partitioned. Dolev and Kat [9] propose a topology called HyperTree and give a self-stabilizing maintenance protocol for HyperTree. Their
main approach is to use a root group (analogous to the bootstrapping system above) to control the joining
and leaving of nodes. In contrast to these three papers on self-stabilization, we make weaker assumptions
on bootstrapping. The bootstrapping peers in those protocols are only a (small) subset of the nodes in the
topology and those nodes either have to satisfy non-local properties (e.g., weakly connectedness in Shaker
and Reeves) or they assume important control duties (e.g., the root group of Dolev and Katz). In contrast,
the contact() function in our protocols only need to return an arbitrary node in the topology and the contact
node can integrate the new node into the topology. Plus, there are no special control nodes in our protocol.
Ghodsi et al. [10] use an approach called correction-on-change for topology maintenance. Upon a join,
leave, or failure, this approach notifies all the nodes that are affected by the change. For handling leaves,
this approach is similar to our use of active leaves. The focus of [10] is on how to identify the set of affected
nodes in a topology called DKS; at the same time the techniques are general enough to be applicable to
deterministic topologies such as Chord. Identifying affected nodes is not a problem for Ranch as these
nodes can be easily found. The paper includes some experimental results that shows correction-on-change
saves considerable maintenance traffic, a point that we have argued in our previous work [25].
Piergiovanni and Baldoni [35] address the problem of maintaining the connectivity of a topology under
churn (including crashes). Of course, connectivity is a much weaker condition than what is required for
structured topologies. They show that it is impossible to maintain connectivity if churn happens in an
arbitrary manner and for an arbitrarily long time. However, if churn eventually subsides, then connectivity
can be restored.
Locher et al. [29] propose eQuus, a Pastry-like DHT that is locality-aware and highly resilient to churn.
4

The main idea of eQuus is to use a clique of (nearby) nodes in place of a single node in Pastry, thereby
tolerating churn as long as there are surviving nodes in a clique. However, using cliques also entails the
problem of maintaining the cliques, in addition to maintaining the overall topology. In particular, cliques
have to be split (when cliques become too large due to joins) and merged (when cliques become too small
due to leaves or crashes). The correctness of these operations under churn has not been established.
Topology maintenance is often called churn handling in the systems community. Rhea et al. [38] investigate the churn handling capabilities of Pastry and Chord. It is found that Pastry recovers poorly even
under medium churn, the main reason being that Pastry uses reactive recovery (i.e., repairing failures as
soon as they are detected) and thereby is subject to the problem of positive feedback cycles, where network
link congestion causes repair packets to be sent, which in turn causes more congestion, mistaken conclusion of whether other neighbors are down, and eventually congestion collapse. On the other hand, the main
problem with Chord (which uses periodic recovery) is that under churn, lookup latency increases substantially, which results from inaccurate timeout threshold calculations. Based on these observations, Rhea et
al. [38] present Bamboo, a Pastry-like DHT, that addresses churn handling using three techniques: periodic
recovery, timeout calculation algorithms, and nearby neighbor selection algorithms. The last technique is
important because it aims to reduce latency (which helps timeout calculation) and bandwidth consumption.
Liben-Nowell et al. [27] study the bandwidth used by repair protocols and show that Chord is nearly optimal
in this regard. Godfrey et al. [11] address churn handling (for distributed systems in general) with the focus
on how to choose replacements for failed nodes. The paper evaluates the performance of several replacement strategies using real-world traces, and finds that (not surprisingly) those that attempt to replace failed
nodes outperform those that do not, but that (surprisingly), random replacement outperforms preference list
replacement, implying that designing to minimize churn may be at odds with other design goals.
Assertional proofs of distributed algorithms abound in the literature, e.g., Ashcroft [5], Lamport [21],
and Chandy and Misra [7]. Our work can be described in the closure and convergence framework of Arora
and Gouda [4]: the protocol operates under the closure of the invariants, and the topology converges to a
ring once the messages related to membership changes are delivered.

3

The Ranch Topology

This section presents Ranch (random cyclic hypercube), a simple, ring-based structured network topology.
Since the main purpose of this paper is to present a maintenance protocol for Ranch, we only give enough
details about Ranch to facilitate our discussion of the maintenance protocol in Section 4. For a complete
description of Ranch, including its routing, scalability, and locality awareness, we refer the interested reader
to [23, 26].
Consider a fixed and finite set of nodes. Every node has a dynamic random binary string as its identifier
(or id for short). Ids may be empty and need not be unique or of the same length. Let  denote the empty
string. The first bit of a nonempty id is bit number 0. We use α[i] to denote bit i of string α. We sometimes
identify a node with its id when no confusion can arise. The Ranch topology is defined as follows.
Definition 1 In a Ranch topology, all the nodes prefixed by α form a ring, for every bit string α of any
length (i.e., , 0, 1, 00, 01, 10, 11, ...).
We call the ring associated with a bit string α the α-ring, and we call α the label of that ring. The -ring
is also called the base ring. We call a ring that has an i-bit label a level-i ring. Of all the rings that a node
belongs to, we call the one with the longest label the node’s top ring. A node has a left neighbor and a right
neighbor for each ring that it belongs to, and the choice of which direction is left or right is unimportant. We
call a node’s right neighbor at a level-i ring its i-right neighbor; a node’s i-left neighbor is similarly defined.
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Figure 1 shows an example of the Ranch topology. In this figure, note that bits in ids are numbered from
left to right. For example, if id = 01, then id [0] = 0 and id [1] = 1. In this example, the -ring consists of
all the nodes, the 0-ring consists of {d, f, g, h}, the 1-ring consists of {b, c, e}, the 00-ring consists of {d},
the 01-ring consists of {g}. All other rings are empty. We next highlight a few properties of Ranch.
1. Ranch is a recursive structure. A Ranch topology, consisting of nodes prefixed by string α, is composed of two Ranch topologies: one for the α0-nodes and the other for the α1-nodes, until either set of
the nodes is empty. For example, consider the nodes in Figure 1 that are prefixed by 0. These nodes,
{d, f, g, h}, form a (smaller) Ranch topology because d itself forms the 00-ring and g itself forms the
01-ring.
2. A node can appear in any position in any ring to which it belongs. This implies that a new node
can be inserted into an arbitrary position in the -ring. This also implies that the order of the nodes
appearing in any ring is arbitrary. In particular, the order of appearance in different rings need not be
consistent with each other. For example, in Figure 1, the order of the nodes appearing in the 0-ring
(i.e., {d, f, g, h}) is different from that in the -ring.
3. The rings in Ranch can be either unidirectional or bidirectional. But for the sake of simplicity of
discussion, we do not consider the case of mixed types of rings in a single Ranch topology, although
there is nothing against it in principle.
The definition given above defines the basic Ranch topology, where each node can have an arbitrary id.
A basic Ranch topology may not be scalable (i.e., have small degree and diameter). For example, all the
nodes may have id  and they form a single ring. However, a ring is not a scalable topology (because it has
high diameter). To be a scalable topology, every Ranch node should have a sufficiently long id. We call a
Ranch topology scalable if every node has an id that is just long enough such that the id is unique and is not
a prefix of another node’s id. In a dynamic network where nodes may join and leave, a node in Ranch can
grow and shrink its id bit by bit to satisfy this requirement. This requirement also implies that every node
is the unique node on its own top ring. In fact, uniqueness is not a necessary condition. All that is required
is that every node’s top ring has a constant number of nodes. However, uniqueness is a locally detectable
condition. In our maintenance protocol, a node grows and shrinks its id one bit at a time, and joins or leaves
one ring at a time. A node stops generating additional id bits once it detects that it is the only node in its top
ring (i.e., its neighbors at its top ring are itself), as its id is now unique. Similarly, a node shrinks its id if it
detects that it is the lone node in its top ring and the one below, as its id is now needlessly long. To prevent
the unlikely situation where a node may keep growing its id without bound, we can impose a maximum id
length such as 128. The chance that a 128-bit id not being unique is vanishingly small.
In Section 4.4, we present a maintenance protocol for the basic Ranch topology. Maintaining scalable
Ranch is a straightforward revision of maintaining basic Ranch. We only need to strengthen the guards that
control when a node joins an additional ring or leaves its top ring. Strengthening guards only restricts the
possible executions of a protocol. Therefore, the protocol has more possible executions for basic Ranch than
for scalable Ranch, and the correctness of the former implies that of the latter. In Section 4.6, we analyze
the efficiency of the protocol when it is maintaining the scalable Ranch topology.
At a high level, Ranch is seemingly similar to the Skip Graph [6] and to SkipNet [15]. However, property
2 mentioned above separates Ranch from the other two topologies. In the Skip Graph and in SkipNet, a new
node has to be inserted into a particular position in the base ring, and the order of nodes appearing in different
rings has to be consistent. Ranch is more flexible in these two regards, which proves instrumental to the
design of its maintenance protocol. In contrast, additional effort has to be made in order to maintain the
other two topologies.
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Figure 1: An example of the Ranch topology.
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Maintaining Ranch

In a previous paper [25], we have developed a protocol that maintains a bidirectional ring under arbitrarily
concurrent joins and leaves. As Ranch is composed of a collection of rings, a reasonable idea to try is to see
if the ring maintenance protocol can be used as a building block: joining or leaving Ranch can be viewed
as joining or leaving a sequence of rings, one by one. This is indeed the overall idea that we pursue below,
but a number of technical challenges arise as we carry out this seemingly simple idea. In what follows, we
first give a brief overview of the ring protocol (Section 4.1). We then consider how to handle joins only
(Section 4.2), as a stepping stone. We then consider how to handle both joins and leaves (Section 4.3). We
then present the entire protocol (Section 4.4), followed by its correctness proof (Section 4.5 and Appendix B)
and efficiency arguments (Section 4.6).

4.1

Overview of the Ring Maintenance Protocol

We first give a brief overview of the ring maintenance protocol in [25]; please see that paper for a detailed
presentation of the protocol and its correctness proof. The ring maintenance problem is to enable nodes to
concurrently join and leave a bidirectional ring. The protocol works as follows. Suppose a process u wants
to join a bidirectional ring. It first finds a process v that is currently on the ring and sends a join message
to v. Upon receiving this join message, if v is not handling another join or leave request, it changes its
right neighbor to u, enters into a busy state, and sends a grant message to its old right neighbor w. In
effect, u will be incorporated into the ring between v and w. Upon receiving this grant message, w changes
its left neighbor from v to u and sends an ack message to u. Upon receiving this ack message, u sets its
left neighbor to v and its right neighbor to w, and sends a done message to v. Upon receiving this done
message, v changes back to a non-busy state, completing the join operation. To leave a ring, a process u0
that is currently on the ring sends a leave message to its left neighbor v 0 . The rest of the leave protocol is
largely parallel to the join protocol. If upon receiving a join or a leave message, a process is in the busy
state, the process sends a retry message back to the requester, asking it to abort the operation and try again
later. To summarize, the ring protocol enables nodes to concurrently join and leave a bidirectional ring.
Under contention, some operations may have to retry, and the protocol allows the possibility of livelocks: if
all the nodes decide to leave at the same time, they have to retry.

4.2

Handling Only Joins in Ranch

We begin with considering joins only. How does a new node u join an existing Ranch topology? The idea is
quite simple. To join the base ring, u can use the contact() function and the ring protocol. After joining the
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base ring, u may want to join another ring, say the 0-ring. However, to find an existing node on the 0-ring,
we can not use the contact() function. Instead, u sends a “probe” message around the base ring to search for
a node on the 0-ring. If such a node is found, that node will act as the new “contact” node and incorporate
u into the 0-ring, again using the ring protocol. If such a node is not found and the “probe” message comes
back to u, then u concludes that the 0-ring is empty and creates the 0-ring that is composed of u only. Note
that this approach nicely preserves the Ranch definition. Node u uses a similar procedure to join subsequent
rings.
However, under concurrency, there are subtleties. To be specific, a process that is out of the Ranch
topology begins by first calling the external contact() function to join the -ring. An invocation of contact()
from process p returns a process that is already on the ring, or returns p if there is no such process. The
purpose of contact() is to ensure there is only one base ring. We have to rely on this external function
because two processes, unaware of each other, may each consider itself to be the first one joining (and thus
creating) the base ring, resulting in two base rings.
Starting with the base ring, a process can join other rings. After joining a ring (say the α-ring) if the
process intends to join one more ring, it generates the next bit d of its id and joins the αd-ring. But how does
the process find an existing process in the αd-ring? One difficulty is that we can no longer use the contact()
function for this purpose. Another difficulty is that, if the αd-ring does not exist, and multiple processes are
trying to join that ring at the same time, then we have to ensure that only one αd-ring is created.
We overcome the above two difficulties in the following way. Suppose that process u, which belongs to
the α-ring, intends to join the α0-ring. For the convenience of discussion, let us call u the initiator of this
join request, the α-ring the source ring, and the α0-ring the target ring. Process u sends a join(u, |α0|, 0)
message to u’s right neighbor at level |α| (denoted by u.r[|α|]), where the message fields include the initiator,
the level of the target ring, and the next bit. This join message then travels around the source ring until a
process in the target ring is encountered. If no process on the target ring is ever found, the join message
comes back to u, in which case u concludes that the target ring is currently empty. Upon receiving a join
message, a process p makes one of the following decisions.
• If p is the initiator, then the target ring is empty and p creates the target ring consisting of only itself.
• If p is not in the source ring, or p is in the source ring but p is also trying to join the target ring, then p
declines the join request by sending a retry message to the initiator. Why is it possible for a process p
not in the source ring to receive this join message, which is intended to travel around the source ring?
This is because p may be in the middle of joining the source ring. A process q in the source ring may
have granted the join request from p but the grant message is in transmission to p. At this time q can
forward the join message to p, which may reach p earlier than the grant message, because we only
assume reliable but not necessarily order message delivery. This scenario illustrates the complexity
of maintaining Ranch.
• If p is in the source ring but not the target ring, and p is not trying to join the target ring either, then p
forwards the join message to its neighbor on the source ring.
• If p is in the target ring, then p sends a grant message to the initiator.
Surprisingly, converting this seemingly simple idea to code actually requires a lot of care. One complication
is that, as described above, joining the base ring is a procedure different from joining other rings (i.e., using
the contact() function versus traveling around the source ring). With great care, a protocol can be written
out and proved correct, but some guards in the protocol become rather complex (see [24]). We next introduce
some extensions that greatly simplify the protocol presentation.
The idea is to treat joining the base ring in the same way as joining the other rings. To this end, we
“imagine” that all the processes form a level −1 ring called the virtual ring (the base ring is a level 0 ring).
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Figure 2: The first subtlety in maintaining bidirectional Ranch under both joins and leaves: (a) u sends a
join message; (b) v leaves the 0-ring; (c) v joins back the 0-ring but at a different location (note that the
join message is still destined to v); (d) the join message from u is forwarded back to u because v is not in
the 01-ring, resulting in u mistakenly creating a separate 01-ring.
Further assume that all nodes are always on the virtual ring: they need not join it and they never leave it. In
other words, for every node u, it is always true that u’s state at level −1 is always in and u’s id has a bit
−1 that is always , a fixed value different from 0 or 1. Formally, u.s[−1] = in and u.id [−1] = . With
these extensions, now joining the base ring is similar to joining other rings, because the virtual ring can be
thought of as the source ring, and the base ring the target ring.
The above description can be easily converted to code, but we omit the exercise in this paper because our
primary goal is to design a protocol for both joins and leaves, although a join protocol may be useful in some
situations such as the full rebuild of a network. We refer the interested reader to [23] for a fully specified
join protocol that implements the idea outlined above but does not make the “virtual ring” assumption.

4.3

Handling Both Joins and Leaves in Ranch

After considering how to handle joins, we turn to consider leaves. Handling only leaves is actually a straightforward application of the ring protocols in [25]: a leaving node simply detaches itself from the Ranch
topology ring by ring. Now can we combine the join protocol and the leave protocol and obtain the complete maintenance protocol? As it turns out, some serious intricacies emerge as we consider joins and leaves
together. In particular, there are two subtleties.
The first subtlety is as follows. Suppose that process u, which belongs to the α-ring, wishes to join the
α1-ring. Assume that join(u, |α1|, 1) message is being transmitted to v, which also belongs to the α-ring.
Since we do not assume ordered delivery, when this join message is in transmission, v may leave the αring, and even worse, v may join the α-ring again, but at a different location. If this happens, then the join
message may skip part of the α-ring, which may contain some processes in the α1-ring. Therefore, if the
join message comes back to u, it causes u to form a singleton ring, resulting in two α1-rings, which violates
the definition of Ranch. Figure 2 describes this subtlety.
The second subtlety is as follows. Suppose that u and v belong to the α-ring and w is the only process in
the α1-ring. Then u decides to join the α1-ring and sends out a join(u, |α1|, 1) message. When this message
has passed v, but has not reached w, v also decides to join the α1-ring and sends out a join(v, |α1|, 1)
message. Since we do not assume ordered delivery, v’s join message may reach w earlier than the u’s.
Hence, v is granted into the α1-ring, at which point w then leaves the α1-ring. Therefore, u’s join message
does not encounter any process in the α1-ring before it comes back to u, causing u to create the α1-ring, an
error because the α1-ring exists and consists of v. Figure 3 describes this subtlety.
The above two subtleties demonstrate that considering both joins and leaves is far more complicated
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Figure 3: The second subtlety in maintaining bidirectional Ranch under both joins and leaves: (a) u sends
a join(u) message; (b) v forwards the join(u) message because v has not decided to join the 01-ring yet;
(c) v decides to join the 01-ring and sends a join(v) message; (d) the join(v) message arrives w before the
join(u) message does and v is granted into the 01-ring; (e) all the processes, except v, leave the 01-ring; (f)
the join(u) message comes back to u.
than the sum of considering them separately. Additional mechanisms have to be devised to overcome the
subtleties described above. Our idea is as follows.
We introduce a new state wtg, which stands for waiting, and we introduce a new message type end .
When process u decides to join the α0-ring, it changes u.s[|α|], which is in, to wtg. Upon receiving a
join(u, i, 0) message, as before, process v decides what it should do with this message. If it decides to
forward the join message, then unlike before, v changes v.s[i − 1] (from in) to wtg. If v decides to decline
or grant the request, v sends a retry or grant message to u. Therefore, before a grant or retry message is
sent, a sequence of processes on the α-ring between u and v are set to state wtg. Upon receiving the grant
or retry message, u sends u.r[|α|] an end message, which is forwarded on along the α-ring, to change the
state of those processes back to in. Intuitively, changing a state to wtg prevents a process from performing
a join or leave operation that may jeopardize an ongoing join operation, because a join or leave operation
can only be initiated from state in. Figure 4 describes this idea.
To implement this idea without adding much complexity to the protocol, we introduce some extensions
similar to those introduced in Section 4.2. Recall that, in order to handle joins, we have introduced the
virtual ring concept and two imaginary variables s[−1] and id [−1], so that joining the base ring can be
treated in the same way as joining any other ring. In order to handle leaves as well, we add the following
extensions. First of all, we keep id [−1] =  as before, and again id [−1] is never updated. We also keep
s[−1] and we add r[−1], initialized to in and nil respectively. In particular, when a process u joins the base
ring, it first calls the contact() function, which returns, say, a. Process u then sends out its join message
to a, sets u.r[−1] to a, changes u.s[0] from out to jng, and changes u.s[−1] from in to wtg. We do this
because a join, whether successful or not, is followed by an end message first sent to u.r[|id | − 1]. In the
case of joining the base ring, this is u.r[−1]. The end message actually stops at u.r[−1] (i.e., u.r[−1] does
not forward the end message) because u.r[−1] is the process that grants or declines the join request (recall
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Figure 4: Changing a process to the wtg (waiting) state.
that a join message intended to join the base ring is never forwarded, but is only declined or granted). Since
the contact() function can return the same value for multiple processes, the structure induced by the r[−1]
variables at all processes may no longer be a ring. But this does not matter because the Ranch topology does
not specify the virtual structure. We remark that one can avoid introducing r[−1] at the cost of a slightly
more complicated protocol. Since our main goal is to illustrate the main ideas, we strive to make the protocol
as simple as possible, at the cost of introducing such artificial extensions.

4.4

The Complete Protocol

Figure 5 shows the entire protocol. Figure 6 shows the state transition diagram for a process on a single level.
Figure 7 lists the message types used in the protocol and their purposes. We have written the protocol using
a simple variant of Gouda’s Abstract Protocol Notation [12]. Appendix A has a self-contained description
of the notation. In the protocol, recall that V 0 = V ∪{nil} where V is the set of all processes (in or out of the
Ranch topology). The arrays s, r, l, t grow and shrink with id . In particular, id belongs to the range [0..k);
s and r belong to the range [−1..k]; l and t belong to the range [0..k]. When s grows, the new elements are
initialized to out; when r, l, t grow, the new elements are initialized to nil. In the protocol, id is modified
via append and shrink. Therefore, id [−1] is never updated, and hence can be treated as a constant. However,
s[−1] and r[−1] may be updated (e.g., in action T1 ) and hence should be treated as normal variables. To
illustrate these variables, consider node d in Figure 1. Suppose the network is in quiescence (i.e., no joins or
leaves are in progress). Then d.id = 00, d.s[0] = d.s[1] = d.s[2] = in, d.l[0] = e, d.r[0] = c, d.l[1] = f ,
d.r[1] = g, and d.l[2] = d.r[2] = d. We next give a brief summary for each action in the protocol.
• T1j : This action allows p to join the next ring; s[k] = out means that p is joining the base ring,
s[k] = in means p is joining a non-base ring. For the latter case, if p is the only process in the source
ring, then it can form the new target ring without sending any messages.
• T1l : This action allows p to leave its top ring. If p is the only process in this ring, then it can leave (and
destroy) this ring without sending any messages.
• T2j : This action is the gist of the join operation. If a join message circulates back to the initiator p,
then p knows that the target ring does not exist and p proceeds to create it. If p finds it is unsafe to
forward the join message, it sends a retry message to the initiator of the join operation. If p finds
itself on the target ring, then it grants the join operation. If p is not on the target ring, p forwards on
the join message along the source ring.
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• T2l : If p is not processing other operations at level i and the leave request comes from p’s i-right
neighbor, then p grants the request, otherwise it declines it.
• T3 : If the grant message comes from p’s i-left neighbor, then this grant message is for a join request,
otherwise it is for a leave request.
• T4 : Only a joining or leaving process receives an ack message. If p is joining, then it needs to send
the end message to initiate the “unlocking” of the “locked” processes in the source ring.
• T5 : A done message is sent to a process that grants a join or a leave request. The receiving of this
message indicates the completion of a join or leave operation.
• T6 : Only a joining or a leaving process receives a retry message. If p is joining, it needs to send an
end message to initiate the “unlocking” of the “locked” processes in the source ring.
• T7 : Upon receiving an end message, p adjusts its s[i] (from wtg) to in, and forwards on the end
message until all “locked” processes are “unlocked.”
In actions T2j , T3 , T5 , and T7 , the protocol directly uses the value i in the incoming message to index into
p’s local variables, tacitly assuming that the indexing is in range. The intuitive justification for the validity
of this assumption is that messages are circulated along rings with labels of certain lengths. Therefore,
the receiver of certain messages are guaranteed to have a sufficiently long id. For example, a join(a, i, d)
message is circulated along a ring with a label of length i − 1, and an end(a, i) message along length i. If
a node has left those rings, then those messages would not be forwarded to that node. The correctness proof
in Appendix B rigorously establishes that i is in range.
We remark that we have not made the protocol as efficient as possible. For example, an end (a, i)
message need not be sent to a process p if p = a. While the protocol can be written that way, we do not do
so in order to keep the protocol simple.

4.5

Correctness of the Protocol

It is well known that distributed protocols often contain subtle errors and conventional proof methods are
unreliable to establish their correctness. Therefore, we prove the correctness of our protocol using an assertional method. The overall approach of assertional reasoning is to first come up with a global invariant,
and then mechanically check that every action of the protocol preserves the invariant. The advantage of this
approach is that it forces the prover to exhaustively check all the cases. On the other hand, since the global
invariant often contains a large number of conjuncts (the more complex the protocol, the more conjuncts in
the invariant) and the number of actions can be large, checking each conjunct against each action leads to
long proofs (although one can argue that the proofs are as long as they have to be). Plus, the checking is
mechanical, routine, and dull. As such, assertional proofs are sometimes carried out by machines. In the
present paper, we perform the checking manually.
In view of the above comments, we only sketch the main proof idea in this section and leave the details
of the proof in Appendix B. We only expect the most devoted readers to go into that appendix, and we hope
that the high-level ideas sketched here will satisfy most curious readers.
What is an invariant of our maintenance protocol? Ideally, we wish to say that the Ranch topology
remains intact throughout the execution of the protocol. However, as we have previously observed in out ring
paper [25], the topology is in fact sometimes broken (due to the asynchronous nature of our communication
model), but is repaired once messages are delivered. To get around this problem, we use a similar idea as
before [25] and define a “secondary Ranch” topology (as opposed to the original “primary Ranch” topology)
that takes into account messages being exchanged between nodes. Once this secondary topology is properly
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process p
var id : dynamic bit string; {identifier}
s: dynamic array of {in, out, jng, lvg, busy, wtg}; {states, one for each level}
r, l: dynamic array of V 0 ; {right and left neighbors, one pair for each level}
t: dynamic array of V 0 ; {old right neighbors, mainly to facilitate proof}
a: V 0 ; i: integer; d: {0, 1, }; k: shorthand for |id |; k − : shorthand for k − 1; i− : shorthand for i − 1
init id =  ∧ s[0] = out ∧ s[−1] = in ∧ id [−1] = 
begin
{T1j } s[k] = out|in → {p decides to join a ring}
if s[k] = out → a, d := contact(), 0|1; r[k − ] := a
[] s[k] = in → a, d := r[k], random; append (id , d) fi;
if a = p → r[k], l[k], s[k] := p, p, in
[] a 6= p → s[k], s[k − ] := jng, wtg; send join(p, k, d) to a fi
l
{T1 } [] s[k] = in → {p decides to leave a ring}
if l[k] = p → r[k], l[k], s[k] := nil, nil, out; shrink (id )
[] l[k] 6= p → s[k] := lvg; send leave(r[k], k) to l[k] fi
j
{T2 } [] rcv join(a, i, d) from q → {create ring, or decline, forward, or grant request}
if a = p → r[i], l[i], s[i], s[i− ] := p, p, in, in; send end (p, i− ) to r[i− ]
[] a 6= p → if s[i− ] 6= in → send retry() to a
[] s[i− ] = in → if k ≥ i ∧ id [i− ] = d ∧ s[i] 6= in → send retry() to a
[] k ≥ i ∧ id [i− ] = d ∧ s[i] = in → send grant(a, i) to r[i];
r[i], s[i], t[i] := a, busy, r[i]
[] k < i ∨ id [i− ] 6= d → s[i− ] := wtg; send join(a, i, d) to r[i− ]
fi fi fi
l
{T2 } [] rcv leave(a, i) from q → if k ≥ i ∧ s[i] = in ∧ r[i] = q → send grant(q, i) to a;
r[i], s[i], t[i] := a, busy, r[i]
[] k < i ∨ s[i] 6= in ∨ r[i] 6= q → send retry() to q fi
{T3 } [] rcv grant(a, i) from q → if l[i] = q → send ack (l[i]) to a; l[i] := a
[] l[i] 6= q → send ack (nil) to a; l[i] := q fi
{T4 } [] rcv ack (a) from q → if s[k] = jng → r[k], l[k], s[k], s[k − ] := q, a, in, in;
send done(k) to l[k]; send end (a, k − ) to r[k − ]
[] s[k] = lvg → send done(k) to l[k]; r[k], l[k], s[k] := nil, nil, out;
shrink (id ) fi
{T5 } [] rcv done(i) from q → s[i], t[i] := in, nil
{T6 } [] rcv retry() from q → if s[k] = jng → s[k], s[k − ] := out, in; send end (q, k − ) to r[k − ];
shrink (id )
[] s[k] = lvg → s[k] := in fi
{T7 } [] rcv end (a, i) from q → if p 6= a → s[i] := in; send end (a, i) to r[i]
[] p = a → skip fi
end
Figure 5: The maintenance protocol for bidirectional Ranch. Section 4.4 contains additional explanations
for the protocol.
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Figure 6: The state transition diagram for a process on a single level.

message
join(a, i, d)
leave(a, i)

grant(a, i)
ack (a)
done(i)
retry()
end (a, i)

purpose
Initiated by process a, forwarded around a’s current top ring,
indicating that a intends to join a level-i ring.
Sent from a process to its i-left neighbor, indicating the sender’s intention to leave
its current top ring (of length i), where a is the sender’s current i-right neighbor.
Therefore, a will become the receiver’s new i-right neighbor.
Sent from a process to its i-right neighbor, indicating that the sender approves the joining
or leaving of process a at level i.
Sent to a joining or leaving process. If the receiver is joining, then a becomes its
left neighbor and the sender of this message becomes its right neighbor.
Sent from a joining or leaving process, informing the receiver that the joining or leaving
at level i is done.
Sent to a joining or leaving process, informing the receiver to abort the operation.
Initiated from a process that handles a join on a level-i ring, circulated around
the level-i ring, “unlocking” the receiver at level i.
Figure 7: Messages used in the Ranch maintenance protocol and their purposes.
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defined, we can claim that it is maintained all the time. Although “the secondary topology is intact” is
the main conjunct that we want to have in the global invariant, we need to include a number of auxiliary
conjuncts for the proof to go through, as is typical for an assertional proof. Once an appropriate global
invariant has been identified, we need to check every conjunct against every action. This checking constitutes
the bulk of the proof, and establishes that the secondary topology is intact at all times. The proof of our main
theorem, Theorem 1 below, follows easily by observing that once the messages incurred by joins or leaves
are delivered, the primary topology is the same as the secondary topology.
Theorem 1 The maintenance protocol restores the Ranch topology once the messages incurred by joins or
leaves are delivered.

4.6

Efficiency of the Protocol

As pointed out in Section 3, the basic Ranch topology may not be scalable and may not be efficient to
maintain. However, scalable Ranch is efficient to maintain. Recall from Section 3 that, in scalable Ranch,
each node is the only node on its top ring. To show the efficiency of the protocol, we first explain the
notion of with high probability or whp for short. We say that an event happens whp if it fails to occur with
probability at most n−c , where n is the number of nodes in the topology and c is a positive constant that can
be set arbitrarily large by adjusting other constants in the relevant context.
By a standard Chernoff bounds argument (see, e.g., the text by Alon and Spencer [2, Appendix A]),
every node’s id is O(log n) bits long whp. Therefore, for each join or leave operation, a process joins or
leaves O(log n) rings whp. Since leaving a ring incurs four messages when there is no contention, a leave
operation incurs O(log n) messages whp. For a join operation, the joining of a ring involves the search
for a node on the source ring that is also on the target ring. Observe that every node searched has a half
probability of being on the target ring. Therefore, it takes expected two messages to find such a node. By
another Chernoff bounds argument, it takes O(log n) messages to join O(log n) rings whp.
Since each join or leave operation only involves a logarithmic number of nodes whp, one may expect that
most join or leave operations will not conflict with one another, and hence may be executed concurrently.
However, this intuition relies on properties of the contact() function. For example, if the contact() function
always returns the same node, then this node becomes a sequential bottleneck. In order to avoid introducing
such a bottleneck, it is desirable for the contact() function to return a (approximately) uniformly random
node. While we have chosen not to address the details of implementing a uniformly random contact()
function in the present paper, we expect that such an implementation is possible. Indeed, various authors
have successfully addressed this sort of question in the literature (see, e.g., [14, 17, 45]).
We now provide a heuristic argument to support our belief that, given a uniformly random contact()
function, Ranch supports a high degree of concurrency with respect to join and leave operations. Our
argument is based on the analogy between routing of join/leave operations in Ranch and routing on the
well-studied butterfly topology. (See Leighton’s text [22] for a discussion of the butterfly and many of its
properties.) Let us begin by focusing on estimating the probability that two join operations pass through the
same node at some level of Ranch, which is an upper bound of the probability that a given join operation is
impeded by another join operation. Note that even if two join operations pass through the same node, they
may not conflict with each other because they may not be joining the same level at the same time.
n
Consider an idealized Ranch in which, for each string α, the α-ring consists of exactly 2|α|
nodes, and
the nodes of the α0-ring and α1-ring appear alternately on the α-ring. In this idealized setting, there is a
close correspondence between the probability that two join operations pass through the same node in some
Ranch ring and the probability that two randomly chosen input-output paths in the butterfly intersect. The
reason for the correspondence is that the contact() function plays the role of choosing a random input, and
the choice of a random id for the joining node plays the role of choosing a random output. For a butterfly
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with n inputs (and hence n outputs), the probability that two randomly chosen input-output paths intersect
at a given level is exactly 1/n, and hence the probability that such paths intersect at some level is O( logn n ).
In non-idealized Ranch, the probability that two join operations intersect in a node at some level is not the
same as in the preceding idealized setting, since the number of nodes in each α-ring is only approximately
n
, and the nodes of the α0 and α1 rings are randomly scrambled together in the α-ring. Nevertheless, we
2|α|
conjecture that the O( logn n ) bound for the butterfly is not significantly degraded in Ranch. Moreover, just as
the butterfly is known to support a high degree of concurrency — for example, routing a random permutation
from the n inputs to the n outputs takes O(log n) time steps whp — we expect Ranch to support a similarly
high degree of concurrency with respect to join and leave operations. However, a rigorous analysis of the
precise degree of concurrency achieved by Ranch is beyond the scope of the present paper. Instead, we have
focused on presenting a Ranch implementation that is provably correct under all (fault-free) executions, and
that uses sufficiently few locks to allow for the possibility of high concurrency.

5

Discussion

Several aspects of the maintenance protocol merit further discussion. Our maintenance protocol may get
into the following livelock situation. Suppose that processes u and v are in the α-ring and they both intend
to join the α0-ring, which is empty. The join message from u and that from v may reach each other at the
same time, resulting in both being declined. Then u and v may try to join the α0-ring again. This situation
can repeat forever, resulting in a livelock. On the other hand, we cannot forward both of the join messages
because that may cause the creation of two α0-rings. This situation is similar to the livelock scenario
discussed in our previous work [25], where the livelock situation arises when processes are leaving. In
practice, we can use the exponential backoff and random retry method as in the Ethernet to avoid persistent
contention among joins or leaves. That said, one future research problem is to design protocols that are free
of livelocks, or to prove that livelocks are unavoidable.
As pointed out in Section 3, joins and leaves in scalable Ranch take logarithmic time with high probability. Therefore, although join operations may sometimes have to retry, a contention-free join operation
takes logarithmic time with high probability. Assuming that the contact function, which we are treating as
a black box, returns an approximately uniformly random node, then it is intuitively clear that the likelihood
of contention is small, unless there are many concurrent operations. However, in the present paper, we have
not attempted to precisely quantify the likelihood of contention.
The attentive reader may notice that part of our maintenance protocol can be viewed as locking (e.g.,
changing the state of a process to busy or waiting). This is not a coincidence: we believe that locking is
sometimes necessary for topology maintenance. Of course, excessive use of locks hurts concurrency. It is
therefore important to design protocols that use locks sparingly – ideally, we wish to acquire as few locks
as possible and to hold these locks for as little time as possible. For example, a simple solution to topology
maintenance is to lock all of the nodes in the structure, but that results in allowing only one join or leave at a
time. Even a less conservative solution, where a joining or leaving node only locks the neighbors involved,
may lock more nodes than necessary. On the other hand, locking too few nodes may violate correctness.
As the locking is reduced, the associated proof of correctness tends to become more complicated. In our
opinion, the determination of how many locks to acquire and for how long represents the key technical
challenge of topology maintenance. To illustrate this point, we summarize the number of locks used in
various protocols, including the ring maintenance protocols [25] and the Ranch protocols for joins or leaves
only [23], in Figure 8. We can see from this table that a joining or leaving node need not lock all the
neighbors involved (in the ring protocols, for example, we never lock both left and right neighbors). Also,
under different communication models, the number of locks varies. Perhaps the most intriguing protocol
is the second one in the table: to handle joins under FIFO channels for a bidirectional ring, no locks are
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topology
unidirectional ring
bidirectional ring
bidirectional ring
bidirectional ring
bidirectional ring
Ranch
Ranch
Ranch

operations allowed
joins only
joins only
joins only
leaves only
joins and leaves
joins only
leaves only
joins and leaves

channel
non-FIFO
FIFO
non-FIFO
non-FIFO
non-FIFO
non-FIFO
non-FIFO
non-FIFO

number of locks
0
0
1
1
1
1 in target ring
1 per ring
part of source ring and 1 in target ring

Figure 8: Locks used in various protocols.
needed. We do not know why, nor do we know whether locks are essential for the other protocols. It would
be interesting to develop a suitable framework for systematically determining the minimum number of locks
required in such scenarios.
There may be fundamental connections between topology maintenance and well-known problems in
distributed computing, such that standard techniques can be applied. Such connections are emerging. For
example, to handle joins for a bidirectional ring with non-FIFO channels, the permission to join can be
viewed as a mutual exclusion problem: only one node at a time can join as an existing node’s right neighbor.
As another example, Lynch et al. [30] have noted a possible connection to the Dining Philosophers Problem.
Rigorously establishing these connections, however, remains an open problem.

6

Concluding Remarks

In this paper, we have presented a topology maintenance protocol for a structured peer-to-peer network
topology called Ranch. The protocol runs efficiently, fully maintains Ranch under arbitrarily concurrent
joins and leaves, and allows for a high degree of concurrency. The simplicity of Ranch has been instrumental
in the design of such a protocol. We hope the results in this paper prove to be useful for deriving protocols
for other topologies. One interesting direction for future research is to develop a fault-tolerant version of
the protocol. Another interesting direction is to modify the protocol to eliminate livelock, or to prove that
livelock is unavoidable.
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A

Preliminaries for Protocols and Proofs

The main theme of this paper is to address the problem of topology maintenance in a rigorous, formal, and
abstract manner. This section explains the terminology and notations that we use for our protocol and proof.
The reader can skip this section for now and come back to it later in case of need.
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A.1

Basic Terms and Notations

Although the term “node” is commonly used in the peer-to-peer literature, the term “process” is more appropriate in a formal setting. Hence, we use the term “process” in place of “node” hereafter. Consider a
fixed and finite set of processes denoted by V . Let V 0 denote V ∪ {nil}, where nil is a special process not in
V . In what follows, symbols u, v, and w are of type V , and symbols x, y, and z are of type V 0 . We use u.a
to denote variable a of process u, and we use u.a.b to stand for (u.a).b. For example, in the protocol, u.l is
the left neighbor of process u, and u.l.r is the right neighbor of the left neighbor of u. By definition, the nil
process does not have any variable (i.e., nil.a is undefined for every variable a). We call a variable x of type
V 0 a neighbor variable. For example, in the protocol, l and r are neighbor variables. We call a process u an
x-process if and only if u.x 6= nil.

A.2

Communication Model

We assume that there are two reliable and unbounded communication channels between every two distinct
processes in V , one in each direction. There is one channel from a process to itself, and there is no channel
from or to the process nil. We assume reliable, but not necessarily ordered, message delivery in all channels.

A.3

The Abstract Protocol Notation

The protocol presented in this paper use a slight variant of Gouda’s Abstract Protocol Notation [12]. In this
notation, we describe a protocol by specifying the behavior of each process. A process has the following
form:
process hprocess namei
var hvariable listi
init hboolean expression listi
begin haction listi end
The var section declares the names and types of the variables used by the process. The init section
specifies the initial conditions that the variables should satisfy before the execution of the protocol. Actions
are separated by the [] symbol. An action is of the form hguardi → hstatement listi. A guard is either a local
guard or a receiving guard. A local guard of a process (say p) is a boolean expression that may involve only
the variables of p. A receiving guard is of the form rcv hmessagei from hprocess namei. A receiving guard
is true if and only if a message of the specified type is available in the specified channel. For example, in
process p, the guard, rcv join() from q, holds if and only if there is a join message in the channel from q
to p. A message is of the form hmessage namei(hfield listi). For example, ack (nil) is an ack message with
a single field with value nil.
The body of an action is a sequence of statements. Only three kinds of statements occur in our protocol: assignment, sending, and selection. An assignment statement is of the form hvariable listi :=
hexpression listi, where both lists have the same length. An assignment statement is carried out by first
computing the values of all the expressions and then assigning the values to the corresponding variables.
For example, the statement x, y := y, x exchanges the values of x and y. A sending statement sends a
message to a process and is of the form send hmessagei to hprocess namei. A selection statement is of
the form if hbranch listi fi where the branches are separated by the [] symbol and a branch is of the form
hlocal guardi → hstatement listi. To execute a selection statement, an arbitrary branch with a true guard is
selected, and the corresponding statement list is executed.
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A.4

Protocol Execution

An execution of a protocol consists of an infinite sequence of actions. We assume a weak fairness model
where each action is executed infinitely often. Execution of an action with a true guard executes the statements of the action; execution of an action with a false guard has no effect on the system. We assume
that each action is atomic and we reason about the system state in between actions. We next give a brief
justification of this assumption on atomic actions. A more complete treatment of this issue can be found in
Mcguire [33].
Every action consists of a number of steps, where a step is one of the following three statements: a
local statement (i.e., an assignment to a local variable), a send statement, and a receive statement. A receive
statement can only be the first step of an action. We assume that every step is atomic. An execution of a
protocol is equivalent to a sequence of steps. Given an arbitrary sequence of steps where the steps belonging
to different actions may be interleaved, our goal is to establish that this sequence, called an interleaving
execution, is equivalent to some sequence where the steps of every action are contiguous, called a sequential
execution. The following lemma establishes this claim.
Lemma A.1 Every interleaving execution of a protocol is equivalent to some sequential execution of the
protocol.
A proof of this lemma and a slight exception (when the base ring is being created) are discussed in detail
in [25]. This lemma implies that, if we can establish the correctness of a protocol under any sequential
execution, then we can establish the correctness under any execution, sequential or interleaving. Subsequent
results of this paper hold for arbitrary sequential executions, and this lemma implies that those results also
hold for any execution, interleaving or sequential.

A.5

Formal Definition of Ranch

The definition of Ranch is both verbally and graphically straightforward. For this purpose of this paper, it
may not seem necessary to introduce a formal definition for Ranch. However, one of our future goals is to
obtain machine-checked proofs for our protocol. Hence, we next introduce a formal definition that does not
rely on the verbal or graphical interpretation of Ranch.
A set of processes S form a unidirectional ring via their x neighbors if for all u, v ∈ S (u may equal
to v), there is a positive length path of x-neighbors from u to v and all the nodes in the path belongs to S.
Formally,
uniring(S, x) = h∀u, v : u, v ∈ S : u.x ∈ S ∧ ρ+ (u, v, x)i,
where ρ+ (u, v, x) = h∃i : i > 0 : u.xi = vi and where u.xi means u.x.x. · · · .x with x repeated i times.
We similarly define biring(S, x, y) to mean that a set of processes S form a bidirectional ring via their x
and y neighbors. Formally,
biring(S, x, y) = uniring(S, x) ∧ uniring(S, y) ∧ h∀u : u ∈ S : u.x.y = u ∧ u.y.x = ui.
A set of nodes S form a unidirectional Ranch via their arrays of x neighbors if
uniranch(S, x) = h∀α :: uniring(Sα , x[|α|])i
holds, where |α| denotes the length of bit string α and Sα is the set of nodes in S whose ids are prefixed by
α. A set of nodes S form a bidirectional Ranch via their arrays of x and y neighbors if
biranch(S, x, y) = h∀α :: biring(Sα , x[|α|], y[|α|])i
holds.
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A.6

Some Useful Facts about Rings

We state without proof the following simple but useful lemmas, which are used heavily in our correctness
proofs. Their (simple) proofs can be found in our previous work [25].
Lemma A.2 In a unidirectional ring, distinct processes have distinct neighbors.
Lemma A.3 To insert a new node u into a unidirectional ring between two consecutive nodes v and w, an
action changes v’s neighbor (from w) to u and changes u’s neighbor (from nil) to w.
Lemma A.4 To remove a node u from a unidirectional ring, where u is located between v and w, an action
changes u’s neighbor (from w) to nil and changes v’s neighbor (from u) to w.
Lemmas similar to A.3 and A.4 can be easily stated for bidirectional rings as well; we omit doing so
here.

A.7

Notations and Conventions Used in Correctness Proofs

Our correctness proofs use some shorthand notation that is explained below.
#(u, v, msg): The number of messages of type msg in the channel from u to v. For example, we use
#(u, v, grant(x)) to denote the number of grant messages with parameter x in the channel from u
to v. We use ∗ to denote an arbitrary value of a parameter (i.e., ∗ means any). For example, we use
#(∗, ∗, join(u, ∗, ∗)) to denote the number of join messages in all of the channels with u as the first
parameter and arbitrary second and third parameters. We omit writing the parameters if they are all
∗. For example, #(u, v, grant) denotes the number of grant messages (with arbitrary parameters) in
the channel from u to v.
#(u, ∗, msg): The number of outgoing messages of type msg of u (i.e., from u to all processes).
#(∗, u, msg): The number of incoming messages of type msg of u (i.e., from all processes to u). Note
that a message from u to itself is considered both an outgoing message and an incoming message of
u.
#(∗, ∗, msg): The total number of messages of type msg in all channels (i.e., from all processes to all
processes).
↑, ↓, l: Shorthand for “before this action”, “after this action”, and “before and after this action”, respectively.
δ(u, v, x): Recall that ρ+ (u, v, x) denotes h∃i : i > 0 : u.xi = vi. Let δ(u, v, x) be the smallest such i.
Note that δ(u, v, x) > 0 and δ(u, v, x) is undefined if such an i does not exist (i.e., u cannot reach v
via a path of x-neighbors).
u.r[i..j] 6= nil: Shorthand for h∀k : i ≤ k ≤ j : u.r[k] 6= nili.
u.s[i..j) = in: Shorthand for h∀k : i ≤ k < j : u.s[k] = ini.
Vu : The set of processes in V whose ids are prefixed by u.id .
u ◦ v: The longest common prefix of the ids of u and v. For example, if u.id = 11010 and v.id = 11101,
then u ◦ v = 11. We remind the reader that id indices are numbered from left to right starting with 0
(e.g., in the previous example, u.id [0, 1, 2, 3, 4] = 1, 1, 0, 1, 0).
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u.k: Shorthand for |u.id |.
i− : Shorthand for i − 1. A similar convention applies to other integer variables.
i+ : Shorthand for i + 1. A similar convention applies to other integer variables.
In our reasoning, we often need to describe how a predicate is affected by an action. We use truthify to
mean that a predicate is changed from false to true by an action, falsify to mean that a predicate is changed
from true to false, preserve to mean that the truth value of a predicate is unchanged, and establish to mean
that a predicate is true after the action (the predicate can be either true or false before the action). We
sometimes also use preserve to mean that the value of a variable or an expression is unchanged.
An action affects variables by assignments and it affects channel contents by sending or receiving messages. For the sake of brevity, as a convention, if a predicate, variable, or expression is unaffected by an
action, then we omit stating so. However, if it is affected (although not necessarily changed) by an action,
then we state so. For example, the expression #(p, ∗, join) + #(∗, p, grant) is unaffected by an action if the
action preserves both the first term and the second term, but the same expression is affected and preserved
by an action if the action decrements the first term by 1 and increments the second term by 1.

B

Proof of Correctness for the Protocol in Figure 5

This section contains a detailed assertional proof for the maintenance protocol presented in Figure 5. We
only expected the most devoted readers to go into the details in this section.
As alluded to in Section 4.5, we first define a secondary Ranch topology in a way such that this secondary
topology is preserved at all times, even during message transmission, although the primary topology may be
broken at times. To this end, we first introduce r0 , an array of extended neighbor variables, as follows:

u.r0 [i] =

if u.s[i] = jng ∧ #(∗, ∗, grant(u, i)) = #(∗, v, grant(u, i)) = 1
(i.e., the unique grant(u, i) message is in transmission to v)
if u.s[i] = jng ∧ #(∗, ∗, grant(u, i)) = 0 ∧ #(∗, u, ack ) = #(v, u, ack ) = 1
(i.e., the unique incoming ack message is from v)
nil
if u.s[i] = lvg ∧ #(∗, ∗, grant(u, i)) + #(∗, u, ack ) = 1
u.r[i] otherwise,


v







 v









The reader need not be deterred by the above seemingly involved definitions. The idea behind these new
variables is in fact quite simple. The two neighbor arrays u.r0 and u.r have the same values most of the time.
The only time they are different is when u is joining an additional ring, its request has been granted, but the
grant message is still in transmission. At this time, the topology is broken (i.e., the target ring is broken)
because the sender of the grant message has set its neighbor to u but u has not set its neighbor properly.
Yet u.r0 [i] is defined such that u.r0 [i] is the parameter in the grant message, which is the ultimate value of
u.r[i]. Therefore, unlike u.r[i], which may have an incorrect value (i.e., nil) at times, u.r0 [i] always has the
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correct value. Using a similar idea, we define l0 as follows:

u.l0 [i] =















































if u.s[i] = jng ∧ #(∗, ∗, grant(u, i)) = #(v, ∗, grant(u, i)) = 1
(i.e., the unique grant(u, i) message is sent by v)
x
if u.s[i] = jng ∧ #(∗, ∗, grant(u, i)) = 0 ∧ #(∗, u, ack ) = #(∗, u, ack (x)) = 1
(i.e., ack (x) is u’s only incoming ack message)
nil
if u.s[i] = lvg ∧ #(∗, ∗, grant(u, i)) + #(∗, u, ack ) = 1
x
if #(∗, ∗, grant(u, i)) = #(∗, u, ack ) = 0 (to make conditions non-overlapping)
∧ #(∗, u, grant(∗, i)) = #(∗, u, grant(x, i)) = 1 ∧ x.s[i] = jng
(i.e., grant(x, i) is u’s only incoming grant message at level i)
v
if #(∗, ∗, grant(u, i)) = #(∗, u, ack ) = 0 (to make conditions non-overlapping)
∧ #(∗, u, grant(∗, i)) = #(v, u, grant(x, i)) = 1 ∧ x.s[i] = lvg
(i.e., grant(x, i), sent by v, is u’s only incoming grant message at level i)
u.l[i] otherwise.
v

One source of complexity in these definitions is that we have to make sure that these variables are welldefined (i.e., the conditions are non-overlapping). For this purpose, we have added some redundant conjuncts
in the conditions (i.e., the first conjunct in the fourth and fifth condition of u.l0 [i]). However, the redundancy
of these conjuncts only becomes clear later in the paper when we conduct our correctness proofs. At this
point, we actually do not know they are redundant.
The following three numerical functions are useful for our presentation of the invariant:
f (u) = #(∗, ∗, join(u, ∗, ∗)) + #(u, ∗, leave) + #(∗, ∗, grant(u, ∗))
+#(∗, u, ack ) + #(∗, u, retry),
g(u, i) = #(u, ∗, grant(∗, i)) + #(∗, u, done(i)) + h(u, i),
(

h(u, i) =

#(u.t[i], u.r[i], ack ) + #(u.r[i], u.t[i], ack ) if u.t[i] 6= nil ∧ u.r[i] 6= nil
0
otherwise.

Roughly speaking, f (u) characterizes process u’s behavior on u’s top ring: either joining or leaving. Note
that since a process can only be joining or leaving at its top ring, f only has one parameter. In contrast,
g(u, i) characterizes process u’s behavior on level i. Since u can be engaged in activities other than joining
or leaving (i.e., busy or waiting) in multiple levels, g has two parameters. Finally, h(u, i) characterizes the
number of ack messages between a node’s old right neighbor and its new right neighbor on a certain level.
We next define ∆(u), the range of a process u, which is the set of processes that are affected (i.e.,
changed from in to wtg) by u’s join message. This set is an important notion because these are the processes
that may jeopardize the ongoing join operation (but are prevented to do so by the wtg state). To be specific,
we define ∆(u) as follows:
if u.s[u.k] = jng ∧ f (u) = 1 ∧ #(∗, v, join(u, ∗, ∗)) = 1 ∧ ρ+ (u, v, r0 [u.k − ])
(i.e., v is the current destination of the join message)
if u.s[u.k] = jng ∧ f (u) = 1 ∧ #(v, ∗, grant(u, ∗)) = 1 ∧ ρ+ (u, v, r0 [u.k − ])
(i.e., v is the sender of the grant message)
X if u.s[u.k] = jng ∧ f (u) = 1 ∧ #(∗, u, ack (v)) = 1 ∧ ρ+ (u, v, r0 [u.k − ])
∆(u) =



(i.e., v is the parameter in the ack message)




X
if
u.s[u.k] = jng ∧ f (u) = 1 ∧ #(v, u, retry) = 1 ∧ ρ+ (u, v, r0 [u.k − ])





(i.e., v is the sender of the retry message)



∅ otherwise,

X









X







where
X = {u} ∪ {w : δ(u, w, r0 [u.k − ]) < δ(u, v, r0 [u.k − ])}.
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Note that we have included some redundant conjuncts in the above definition to make sure that the conditions
are non-overlapping (i.e., so that ∆(u) is well-defined).
We next discuss how to reason about the end messages. We use π and τ to denote instances of end
messages, and we use π.` to denote the second parameter of π (i.e., the level of the message). For every
instance π of the end message, where π is in transmission to process u and the first parameter of π is v (i.e.,
v is the process that stops forwarding π), define Γ(π), the scope of π, to be:
(

Γ(π) =

{u} ∪ {w : δ(u, w, r0 [π.`]) < δ(u, v, r0 [π.`])} if ρ+ (u, v, r0 [π.`]) ∧ u 6= v
∅
otherwise.

Intuitively, the scope of an end message π is the set of processes on π.` between the current recipient of
the message and the sink of the message (i.e., the first parameter of the message). Note that the concept of
scope is defined on end messages rather than on processes. This is because multiple end messages may
be associated with the same process: a process is free to do anything once it has sent out an end message,
including joining and leaving other rings and sending out other end messages.
Figure 9 shows an invariant of the protocol. Again, we stress that this may not be the only, much less
the simplest, invariant that one may come up with. As these conjuncts are quite involved, we first provide
some intuitions behind them.
Our ultimate goal is to establish relations among the neighbor variables in different processes. Neighbor
variables are maintained by the protocol, which consists of actions triggered by either local guards or receive
guards. Therefore, neighbor variables, states, and network messages interplay to maintain the topology.
Hence, an invariant should reflect the relations among the three. Roughly speaking, conjunct A captures
the relations between messages and states: a node’s f value is at most 1 and it is 1 if and only if the node
is joining the top-level ring that it belongs. Conjunct B captures the relations between neighbor variables
and states (e.g., B2 states that a node’s state at a given level is busy if and only if its t variable at that level
has been set). Conjunct C captures the relations between messages and neighbor variables (e.g., part of C1
states that if w, j are two fields in a join message, then w.s[j] = jng, i.e., node w is joining a level j ring).
Conjunct D deserves a more detailed explanation. As explained before, an important task of the protocol is
to prevent the creation of multiple rings with the same label. A ring is created when a join message comes
back to its initiator, at which moment we wish to state that the target ring is empty (D4 ). We also wish to
state that if a process initiates a join, then it will not disrupt any ongoing join operation, that is, it does not
belong to the range of any other process. Since a join can only be initiated from the in state, conjunct D5
ensures this. Once the join request from a process is either granted or declined, it sends out an end message
and its range becomes the end message’s scope. As the end message is forwarded on, its scope shrinks. We
wish to state that the shrinking of a message’s scope does not affect the scopes of other end messages or the
ranges of other processes (D1 to D3 ). Finally, D5 and D6 help us check if a process belongs to any scope
or any range (i.e., whether its state is wtg).
We are now ready the prove the following key lemma, which is not our ultimate goal but it enables us to
establish the main theorem of this paper. Section 4.5 explains why.
Lemma 1 The predicate I in Figure 9 is an invariant of the protocol in Figure 5.
Proof: Again, the proof is basically checking mechanically that all the conjuncts are preserved by every
action. We expect only the committed reader will closely follow the proof.
The predicate I clearly holds initially. Therefore, it suffices to check whether every action preserves
every conjunct of I. We first observe that conjunct D1 is preserved by every action because the only actions
that send out grant messages are T2j and T2l . Action T2j sends a grant(a, i) message; it follows from D1
that a 6= nil. Action T2l sends out a grant(q, i) message; it is clear that q 6= nil.
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I
A1
A2
A3
B1
B2
C1

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

C2 =
C3 =
C4 =
C5
C6
D1
D2
D3
D4
D5
D6
R

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

A∧B∧C ∧D∧R
f (u) ≤ 1 ∧ (u.s[u.k] = jng|lvg ≡ f (u) = 1)
g(u, j) ≤ 1 ∧ (u.s[j] = busy ≡ g(u, j) = 1)
u.s[0..u.k) = in|busy|wtg ∧ (u.k > 0 ⇒ u.s[u.k] 6= out)
(u.s[j] 6= out|jng ≡ u.r[j] 6= nil ∧ u.l[j] 6= nil) ∧ (u.r[j] 6= nil ≡ u.l[j] 6= nil)
u.s[j] = busy ≡ u.t[j] 6= nil
#(u, v, join(w, j, e)) > 0 ⇒ w.s[j] = jng ∧ j = w.k ∧ e = w.id [j − ] ∧
u.r[j − ] = v ∧ ((j = 0 ∧ v 6= w) ∨ ρ+ (w, u, r0 [j − ]))
#(u, ∗, leave(x, j)) > 0 ⇒ u.k = j ∧ u.s[j] = lvg ∧ u.r[j] = x ∧ x 6= nil
#(u, v, grant(x, j)) > 0 ⇒ j = x.k ∧ (x.s[j] = jng ⇒ u.t[j] = v ∧ v.l[j] = u ∧ ρ+ (x, u, r0 [j − ]))
(x.s[j] = lvg ⇒ u.t[j] = v.l[j] = x ∧ u.r[j] = v ∧ x.l[j] = u)
#(u, v, ack (x)) > 0 ⇒ (v.s[v.k] = jng ⇒ x.t[v.k] = u ∧ x.r[v.k] = v) ∧
(v.s[v.k] = lvg ⇒ v.l[v.k].t[v.k] = v ∧ v.l[v.k].r[v.k] = u)
#(u, v, retry) > 0 ⇒ (v.s[v.k] = jng ∧ v.k > 0 ⇒ ρ+ (v, u, r0 [v.k − ]))
#(∗, u, end (v, j)) > 0 ⇒ (u = v ∨ ρ+ (u, v, r0 [j]))
u.k = v.k ⇒ ∆(u) ∩ ∆(v) = ∅
π.` = τ.` ⇒ Γ(π) ∩ Γ(τ ) = ∅
π.` = u.k − ⇒ ∆(u) ∩ Γ(π) = ∅
∆(u) ∩ Uu ⊆ {u}
v ∈ ∆(u) ⇒ v.s[u.k − ] = wtg
u ∈ Γ(π) ⇒ u.s[π.`] = wtg
biranch(U, r0 , l0 )

Figure 9: An invariant of the protocol for bidirectional Ranch. For the sake of brevity, we have omitted
the ∀ quantification. All the predicates above are quantified by ∀ with appropriate dummy variables, and
a non-subscripted predicate is the conjunction of its subscripted counterparts, if any. For example, B =
h∀u, j :: B1 i ∧ h∀u :: B2 i.
{I} T1j {I}: Suppose s[k] = out and a = p. This action does not increase p.k or send messages. By
A3 , we have u.k = 0. By A1 , we have f (p) = 0. [A1 ] This action does not affect f (p) and preserves
p.s[0] 6= jng|lvg. [A2 ] This action does not affect g(u, j) for all u, j and it preserves p.s[0] 6= busy. [A3 ]
Unaffected because p.k remains 0. [B1 ] This action truthifies p.s[0] = in, as well as p.r[0] 6= nil and
p.l[0] 6= nil. [B2 ] This action preserves p.s[0] 6= busy and does not affect p.t[0]. [C] This action does not
falsify the consequent because it preserves p.s[0] 6= jng, preserves p.k = 0, preserves p.id = , truthifies
p.r[0], and truthifies p.r0 [0]. [D1 ] This action preserves p.k and ∆(p) = ∅. [D2 ] Similar to D1 . [D3 ]
Similar to D1 . [D4 ] This action adds p to U , but preserves ∆(p) = ∅. [D5 ] This action preserves ∆(p) = ∅
and p.s[0] 6= wtg. [D6 ] Similar to D5 . [R] By the definition of the contact() function, all other processes
are out processes and by the definitions of r0 and l0 , all other processes have nil r0 and l0 values. Therefore,
this action creates a bidirectional Ranch consisting of only p.
{I} T1j {I}: Suppose s[k] = out and a 6= p. This action does not increase p.k. By A3 , we have p.k = 0.
By A1 , we have ↑ f (p) = 0. [A1 ] This action changes p.s[0] from out to jng and increases f (p) from 0
to 1. [A2 ] This action preserves p.s[0] 6= busy and does not affect g(u, j) for all u, j. [A3 ] Unaffected.
[B1 ] This action preserves p.s[0] = out|jng. [B2 ] This action preserves p.s[0] 6= busy and does not affect
p.t[0]. [C1 ] This action truthifies the antecedent by sending a join(p, 0, ) message, and the consequent is
clearly satisfied. This action does not falsify the consequent because it truthifies p.s[0] = jng, and preserves
p.k, p.id , p.r[0], and p.r0 [0]. [C2 ] Similar to C1 . [C3 ] This action does not falsify the consequent because
grant(p, ∗) = 0 (by A1 ) and because it preserves all r, l, t, and r0 values. [C4,5,6 ] Similar to C3 . [D1 ]
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This action changes ∆(p) from ∅ to {p}. But D4 implies that for all u such that u.id = , ∆(u) ⊆ {u}.
Therefore, this action does not falsify the consequent. [D2 ] This action preserves all Γ values. [D3 ] This
action changes ∆(p) from ∅ to {p}, but p 6∈ Γ(π), for all π such that π.` = 0, because ↑ p.s[0] 6= wtg. [D5 ]
This action changes ∆(p) from ∅ to {p} and establishes p.s[−1] = wtg. [D6 ] This action preserves all Γ
values. [R] Unaffected.
{I} T1j {I}: Suppose s[k] = in and a = p. This action increases p.k by 1. Let m be the old p.k and
α be the old p.id . [A1 ] This action preserves f (p) = 0 and p.s[p.k] = in. [A2 ] This action preserves
p.s[m] = in and establishes p.s[m + 1] = in. It establishes g(u, j) for all u, j. [A3 ] This action preserves
p.s[m] = in and establishes p.s[m+1] = in. [B1 ] This action establishes p.s[m+1] = in, p.r[m+1] 6= nil,
and p.l[m + 1] 6= nil. [B2 ] This action establishes p.s[m + 1] 6= busy and p.t[m + 1] = nil. [C1 ] By A1 , we
have #(∗, ∗, join(p, ∗, ∗)) = 0. Therefore, although this action increases p.k and p.id , it does not falsify
the consequent. [C2,3 ] Similar to C1 . [C4 ] This action preserves all existing r, l, t values. [C5 ] This action
preserves all existing s, r0 values. [C6 ] Unaffected. [D1,3,4 ] Although this action changes p.k, it preserves
∆(p) = ∅. [D2 ] Unaffected. [D5,6 ] This action preserves all ∆, Γ, s values. [R] By the definition of r0 , we
have ↑ Uα = {p}. Therefore, ↓ Uαd = {p} and this action clearly establishes biring({p}, r0 , l0 ).
{I} T1j {I}: Suppose s[k] = in and a 6= p. This action increases p.k by 1. Let m be the old p.k and α be
the old p.id . Let m00 = m + 1. [A1 ] This action increases f (p) from 0 to 1 and establishes p.s[m00 ] = jng.
[A2 ] This action establishes p.s[m00 ] 6= busy and preserves g(u, j) for all u, j. [A3 ] This action establishes
p.s[m00 ] 6= busy. [B1 ] This action establishes p.s[m00 ] 6= out|jng and p.r[m00 ] = p.l[m00 ] = nil. [B2 ] This
action establishes p.s[m00 ] 6= busy and p.t[m00 ] = nil. [C1 ] This action truthifies the antecedent by sending
out a join(p, m00 , d) message. It also truthifies the consequent because by R, we have ρ+ (p, p, r0 [m]).
This action does not falsify the consequent because, although it increases p.k and p.id , by A1 , we have
↑ #(∗, ∗, join(p, ∗, ∗)) = 0. [C2 ] This action may falsify the consequent because it increases p.k, but by
A1 , we have #(p, ∗, leave) = 0. [C3,4,5 ] Similar to C2 . [C6 ] Unaffected. [D1 ] This action changes ∆(p)
from ∅ to {p}, but it does not falsify the consequent because of D5 and ↑ p.s[m] = in. [D2 ] Unaffected.
[D3 ] This action changes ∆(p) from ∅ to {p}, but it does not falsify the consequent because of D6 and
↑ p.s[m] = in. [D4 ] This action changes ∆(p) from ∅ to {p}. [D5 ] This action changes ∆(p) from ∅ to
{p} and changes p.s[m] from in to wtg. [D6 ] Unaffected. [R] Unaffected.
{I} T1l {I}: Suppose this action takes the first branch (i.e., l[k] = p) and reduces p.id by one bit. Let
m be the old p.k, α be the old p.id , and let m0 = m − 1. [A1 ] This action preserves f (p) = 0 and by A3 ,
we have ↓ p.s[p.k] 6= jng|lvg. [A2 ] By A2 , we have g(p, m) = 0, and this action preserves all remaining s
values. [A3 ] This action reduces p.k by 1. By A3 , we have p.s[0..m0 ] = in|busy|wtg. [B1,2 ] This action
reduces p.k by 1, but preserves the other variables. [C1 ] This action decreases p.k by 1, but A1 implies that
#(∗, ∗, join(p, ∗, ∗)) = 0. [C2 ] This action decreases p.k by 1, but A1 implies that #(p, ∗, leave) = 0.
[C3,4,5 ] Similar to C1 . [C6 ] Unaffected. [D1,3 ] This action decreases p.k by 1, but preserves ∆(p) = ∅.
[D2 ] Unaffected. [D4 ] This action preserves ∆(p) = ∅ and changes Uα from {p} to ∅. [D5 ] This action
preserves ∆(p) = ∅. [D6 ] Unaffected. [R] This action removes the α-ring, which consists of only p before
this action.
{I} T1l {I}: Suppose this action takes the first branch (i.e., l[k] = p) and does not change p.id (because
p.id = ). [A1 ] This action preserves f (p) = 0 and p.s[0] 6= jng|lvg. [A2 ] This action preserves p.s[0] 6=
busy and g(u, j) for all u, j. [A3 ] This action changes p.s[0] from in to out. [B1 ] This action truthifies
p.s[0] = out, p.r[0] = nil, and p.l[0] = nil. [B2 ] This action preserves p.s[0] 6= busy. [C1 ] This action
falsifies p.r[0] 6= nil. Since ↑ p.r0 [0] = p, in order to falsify the consequent, we have w = u = p. But A1
implies that #(∗, ∗, join(p, ∗, ∗)) = 0. Therefore, the corresponding antecedent is false. [C2 ] This action
may falsify the consequent if u = p, but A1 implies that #(p, ∗, leave) = 0. [C3 ] This action may falsify
the consequent if p = u|v|w and j = 0. But A1 implies that #(∗, ∗, grant(p, ∗)) = 0 and A2 implies
#(p, ∗, grant(∗, 0)) = 0. But p does not have an incoming grant(w, 0) message because ↑ p.l[0] = p,
which does not satisfy C3 . [C4 ] By similar reasoning as in C3 , we deduce that p has no incoming ack
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message and cannot be the parameter of any ack message. It is impossible for p to have an outgoing ack
message either because, by C3 , that would imply there is another process w such that either w.r[0] = p
or w.t[0] = p. The guard of this action, together with R, does not admit this possibility. [C5 ] This action
does not falsify the consequent because p.k = 0. [C6 ] This action does not falsify the consequent because
↑ p.r0 [0] = p. [D] This action can only potentially reduce ∆, Γ sets, and it preserves p.s[0] 6= wtg. [R] By
R, we have ↑ U = {p}, and this action removes the only process from U .
{I} T1l {I}: Suppose this action takes the second branch (i.e., l[k] 6= p). [A1 ] This action increases f (p)
from 0 to 1 and changes p.s[p.k] from in to lvg. [A2 ] This action preserves p.s[p.k] 6= busy and g(u, j) for
all u, j. [A3 ] This action changes p.s[p.k] from in to lvg. [B] This action preserves p.s[p.k] 6= out|jng. [C1 ]
This action preserves p.s[p.k] 6= out|jng. [C2 ] This action sends out a leave(p.r[p.k], p.k) message and
clearly satisfies the corresponding consequent. [C3 ] This action may falsify the consequent only if x = p,
but A1 implies #(∗, ∗, grant(p, ∗)) = 0. [C4 ] Similar to C3 . [C5 ] This action preserves p.s[p.k] 6= jng.
[C6 ] Unaffected. [D1,2,3,4 ] Unaffected. [D5,6 ] This action preserves p.s[p.k] 6= wtg. [R] Unaffected.
{I} T2j {I}: We first note that conjuncts C1 and R imply that i ≤ p.k (i.e., i is “in range”) because
C1 implies that q.r[i− ] = p and R implies that i− < p.k. Suppose this action creates the target ring.
Let p.id = αb and p.k − = p.k − 1. It follows from A1 and C1 and the guard of this action that ↑
p.s[p.k] = jng ∧ f (p) = 1 ∧ i = p.k. By the definition of ∆ and D5 , we have ↑ p.s[p.k − ] = wtg.
[A1 ] This action decreases f (p) from 1 to 0, and establishes p.s[p.k] = in. [A2 ] This action changes
p.s[p.k] from jng to in, and preserves g(u, j) for all u, j. [A3 ] This action changes p.s[p.k] from jng
to in, and changes p.s[p.k − ] from wtg to in. [B1 ] This action falsifies p.s[p.k] = jng, and truthifies
p.r[p.k] 6= nil, as well as p.l[p.k] 6= nil. [B2 ] Unaffected. [C1 ] This action removes a join message and
truthifies p.r[p.k] = p.r0 [p.k] 6= nil. [C2 ] This action preserves p.s[p.k] 6= lvg and truthifies p.r[p.k] 6= nil.
[C3 ] This action falsifies p.s[p.k] = jng, preserves p.s[p.k] 6= lvg, and truthifies p.r[p.k], p.r0 [p.k], p.l[p.k].
[C4,5 ] Similar to C3 . [C6 ] This action truthifies p.r0 [p.k] 6= nil. [D1 ] This action establishes ∆(p) = ∅.
[D2 ] Unaffected. [D3 ] Similar to D1,2 . [D4 ] By the definition of ∆, we have ↑ ∆(p) = Uα . By D4 , we
have ↑ Up = ∅. By D1 , we have ↑ ∆(u) = ∅ for all u ∈ Uα . This action only adds p to Up , and therefore
preserves this conjunct. [D5 ] This action establishes ∆(p) = ∅. [D6 ] By D3 , for all π such that π.` = p.k − ,
p does not belong to Γ(π) . [R] By D4 , we have ↑ Up = ∅. Therefore, this action creates a singleton ring
consisting of only p.
{I} T2j {I}: Suppose this action declines the join request. [A1 ] This action preserves f (a) = 1. [A2 ]
Unaffected. [A3 ] Unaffected. [B] Unaffected. [C1 ] This action removes a join message. [C2,3,4,5,6 ]
Unaffected. [D] Unaffected. [R] Unaffected.
{I} T2j {I}: Suppose this action forwards the join request. This action adds p to ∆(a). [A1 ] This
action preserves f (a) = 1. [A2,3 ] Unaffected. [B] Unaffected. [C1 ] We first observe that j > 0. This is
because p.k ≥ 0 ∧ p.id [−1] =  always holds. This action forwards this join message to p.r[i− ] and clearly
satisfies the corresponding consequent. [C2,3,4,5 ] This action preserves p.s[i− ] 6= lvg and p.s[i− ] 6= jng.
[C6 ] Unaffected. [D1 ] By D5 , p 6∈ ∆(w) where w.k = a.k because ↑ p.s[i− ] = in. [D2 ] Unaffected. [D3 ]
By D6 , p 6∈ Γ(τ ) where τ.` = i− because ↑ p.s[i− ] = in. [D4 ] The guard of the branch implies p 6∈ Ua .
[D5 ] This action truthifies p.s[i− ] = wtg. [D6 ] This action does not affect any Γ values, and it truthifies
p.s[i− ] = wtg, so it does not falsify the consequent. [R] Unaffected.
{I} T2j {I}: Suppose this action grants the join request. Let α = a.id and i− = i + 1. [A1 ] This action
preserves f (a) = 1 by decreasing #(∗, ∗, join(a, ∗, ∗)) by 1 and increasing grant(a, ∗) by 1. [A2 ] This
action changes p.s[i] from in to busy and increases g(p, i) from 0 to 1. [A3 ] This action changes p.s[i] from
in to busy. [B1 ] This action preserves p.s[i] 6= jng|lvg. [B2 ] This action truthifies both p.s[i] = busy and
p.t[i] 6= nil. [C1 ] This action removes a join message, preserves p.s[i] 6= jng, and truthifies a.r0 [i] 6= nil.
It may falsify u.r[j − ] = v in the consequent if u = p. But p has no outgoing join(w, i− , ∗) message,
for some w, because by the definition of ∆, that would make p ∈ ∆(w). And by D5 , ↑ p.s[i] = wtg,
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contradicting the guard of this branch. [C2 ] This action may falsify u.r[j] = x if u = p. But A1 implies
that p has no outgoing leave message. [C3 ] This action may falsify u.r[j] = v if v = p and j = i, but A2
implies that p has no outgoing grant(∗, i) message. [C4 ] This action does not falsify the consequent because
↑ p.t[i] = nil. [C5,6 ] This action does not falsify the consequent because it truthifies a.r0 [i] 6= nil. [D1 ] This
action truthifies a.r0 [i] 6= nil, but does not increase any ∆ value because ↑ p.s[i− ] 6= wtg. [D2,3 ] Similar to
D1 . [D4 ] This action adds a to Uα because it truthifies a.r0 [a.k] 6= nil. Thus it establishes ∆(a)∩Ua = {a},
but it does not falsify other conjuncts because, by D1 , a 6∈ ∆(v), for any v such that v.id = α. [D5,6 ] This
action preserves p.s[i− ..i] 6= wtg. [R] This action truthifies a.r0 [i] 6= nil and a.l0 [i] 6= nil. Hence, it adds a
to biring(Uα , r0 , l0 ).
{I} T2l {I}: Suppose this action grants the leave request. [A1 ] This action preserves p.s[i] 6= jng|lvg.
[A2 ] This action increases g(p, i) from 0 to 1 and truthifies p.s[i] = busy. [A3 ] This action truthifies
p.s[i] = busy. [B1 ] This action preserves p.s[i] 6= out|jng and by C2 , it preserves p.r[i] 6= nil. [B2 ] This
action truthifies p.s[i] = busy and p.t[i] 6= nil. [C1 ] This action may falsify u.r[j − ] = v if u = p and
j − = i. But p has no outgoing join(w, i− , ∗) message for some w because this would make p ∈ ∆(w)
and make p.s[i] = wtg (by D5 ). This action may also falsify ρ+ (w, q, r0 [i]) because it changes p.r0 [i] from
q to x. But for a similar reason, q has no outgoing join(∗, i− , ∗) message. [C2 ] This action may falsify
u.r[j] = x if u = p and j = i, but A1 implies that p has no outgoing leave message. [C3 ] This action may
falsify u.r[j] = v if u = p and i = j, but A2 implies that p has no outgoing grant(∗, i) message before this
action. [C4 ] This action does not falsify the consequent because ↑ p.t[i] = nil. [C5 ] This action may falsify
ρ+ (v, u, r0 [v.k − ]) if q = u and i = v.k − because this action changes p.r0 [i] from q to x. But this would
make p ∈ ∆(v) for some v and make p.s[i] = wtg (by D5 ), contradicting the guard of this branch. [C6 ]
This action may falsify ρ+ (u, v, r0 [j]) if q = v and i = j because this action changes p.r0 [i] from q to x.
But this would make p ∈ Γ(τ ) for some end message τ and make p.s[i] = wtg (by D6 ), contradicting the
guard of this branch. [D1,2,3 ] This action falsifies q.r0 [i] 6= nil but does not affect any ∆ or Γ values because
of D5,6 and because q.s[i] = lvg. [D4 ] This action shrinks Uq by removing a from it. [D5,6 ] This action
preserves p.s[i] 6= wtg, as well as all ∆ and Γ values. [R] This action removes q from biring(Uq , r0 , l0 ).
{I} T2l {I}: Suppose this action declines the leave request. [A1 ] This action preserves f (q) by decreasing #(q, ∗, leave) by 1 and increasing #(∗, q, retry) by 1. [A2,3 ] Unaffected. [B] Unaffected. [C1,2,3,4 ]
Unaffected. [C5 ] This action sends a retry message, but q.s[i] = lvg. [C6 ] Unaffected. [D, R] Unaffected.
{I} T3 {I}: We first note that conjunct C3 implies that i < p.k (i.e., i is “in range”). Suppose this
action takes the first branch (i.e., l[i] = q). By C3 , we have a.s[i] = jng. By the definition of r0 , l0 and by
C3 , R, we have q.t[i] = p ∧ q.r[i] = a. [A1 ] This action preserves f (a) by decreasing #(∗, ∗, grant(a, ∗))
by 1 and increasing #(∗, a, ack ) by 1. [A2 ] This action preserves g(q, i) by decreasing #(q, ∗, grant(∗, i))
by 1 and increasing h(q, i) by 1. [A3 ] Unaffected. [B1 ] Preserved because a 6= nil. [B2 ] Unaffected. [C1 ]
Unaffected. [C2 ] Unaffected. [C3 ] This action may falsify v.l[j] = u if p, i, q = v, j, u. But A2 implies
that #(u, v, grant(∗, i)) ≤ 1. Hence, after the action removes the grant message, there is no grant(∗, i)
message from p to q. [C4 ] This action sends an ack (q) message to a, and clearly satisfies the corresponding
consequent. Since this action changes p.l[i], it may falsify the consequent if v = p. But #(∗, p, ack ) = 0
because p.l0 [i] 6= nil. [C5,6 ] Unaffected. [D] Unaffected. [R] Unaffected.
{I} T3 {I}: Suppose this action takes the second branch (i.e., l[i] 6= q). By C3 and the guard, we deduce
that a.s[i] = jng and that q.r[i] = p and q.t[i] = a and ↑ p.l[i] = a. [A1 ] This action preserves f (a) by
decreasing #(∗, ∗, grant(a, ∗)) by 1 and increasing #(∗, a, ack ) by 1. [A2 ] This action preserves g(q, i) by
decreasing #(q, ∗, grant(∗, i)) by 1 and increasing h(q, i) by 1. [A3 ] Unaffected. [B1 ] Preserved because
q 6= nil. [B2 ] Unaffected. [C1 ] Unaffected. [C2 ] Unaffected. [C3 ] Since this action changes p.l[i] from
a to q, it may falsify the consequent if v, j, u = p, i, a. But A2 implies that a has no outgoing grant(∗, i)
message because a.s[i] = lvg. This action may falsify the consequent if v, j, x = p, i, a, but A1 implies
that ↓ #(∗, ∗, grant(a, ∗)) = 0. This action may falsify the consequent if x, j, u = p, i, a, but A2 implies
that a has no outgoing grant(∗, i) message because a.s[i] = lvg. [C4 ] This action sends an ack (q) message
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to a, and clearly satisfies the corresponding consequent. Since this action changes p.l[i], it may falsify the
consequent if v = p. But #(∗, p, ack ) = 0 because p.l0 [i] 6= nil. [C5,6 ] Unaffected. [D] Unaffected. [R]
Unaffected.
{I} T4 {I}: Suppose this action takes the first branch (i.e., s[k] = jng). [A1 ] This action changes
p.s[p.k] from jng to in and decreases f (p) from 1 to 0. [A2 ] By C4 , this action decreases h(a, i) by 1 and
increases #(∗, a, done(i)) by 1, thereby preserving g(a, i). [A3 ] This action changes p.s[p.k] from jng to
in. [B1 ] This action falsifies p.s[p.k] = jng and establishes p.r[p.k] 6= nil and p.l[p.k] 6= nil. [B2 ] This
action preserves p.s[p.k] 6= busy. [C1 ] This action may falsify w.s[j] = jng if w, j = p, p.k. But A1
implies #(∗, ∗, join(p, ∗, ∗)) = 0. [C2 ] This action preserves p.s[p.k] 6= lvg and truthifies p.r[p.k] 6= nil.
[C3 ] This action falsifies p.s[p.k] = jng, and truthifies p.r[p.k] 6= nil and p.l[p.k] 6= nil. [C4 ] This action
removes an ack message, falsifies p.s[p.k] = jng, and truthifies p.r[p.k] 6= nil and p.l[p.k] 6= nil. [C5 ] This
action falsifies p.s[p.k] = jng. [D1 ] This action establishes ∆(p) = ∅. [D2 ] This action sends out an end
message and establishes its scope to be the old ∆(p) (this action empties ∆(p)). And p is not in the scope
of any end message on the same level because of D6 and because ↑ p.s[p.k] 6= in. [D3 ] Similar to D2 .
[D4 ] Unaffected. [D5 ] Similar to D1 . [D6 ] This action transfers the old ∆(p) to the scope of the new end
message, by D5 , all the related states are wtg. [R] Unaffected because all r0 , l0 values are preserved.
{I} T4 {I}: Suppose this action takes the second branch (i.e., s[k] = lvg) and decreases p.k by 1
(because ↑ p.id 6= ). Let m be the old p.k and let w = p.l[m]. [A1 ] This action falsifies p.s[p.k] = lvg
and decreases f (p) from 1 to 0. [A2 ] This action preserves g(w, m) by decreasing #(w.r[m], w.t[m], ack )
by 1 and increasing #(∗, w, done(m)) by 1. [A3 ] This action shrinks p.s, removing state variable p.s[m].
[B] This action shrinks p.s, removing state variable p.s[m]. [C1 ] By the definitions of r0 , l0 , we have
↑ p.r0 [m] = p.l0 [m] = nil. This action shrinks the arrays p.s, p.r, p.l, hence preserving this conjunct. [C2 ]
This action shrinks the arrays p.s, p.r, p.l. [C3 ] Similar to C1,2 . [C4 ] This action removes an ack message,
and shrinks arrays p.s, p.r, p.l, p.t. [C5 ] This action shrinks the arrays p.s, p.r and we have ↑ p.r0 [m] = nil.
[C6 ] We have ↑ p.r0 [m] = nil. Hence, shrinking p.r does not affect this conjunct. [D] Unaffected because
this action preserves all ∆, Γ values. [R] Unaffected because ↑ p.r0 [m] = p.l0 [m] = nil.
{I} T4 {I}: Suppose this action takes the second branch (i.e., s[k] = lvg) and preserves p.k (because
p.id = ). [A1 ] This action falsifies p.s[p.k] = lvg and decreases f (p) from 1 to 0. [A2 ] This action
preserves g(w, m) by decreasing #(w.r[m], w.t[m], ack ) by 1 and increasing #(∗, w, done(m)) by 1. [A3 ]
This action truthifies p.s[0] = out. [B1 ] This action truthifies p.s[0] = out, as well as p.r[0] = p.l[0] = nil.
[B2 ] By A2 , we have p.t[0] = nil. [C1 ] This action may falsify u.r[j − ] = v if u, j − = p, 0. But p
has no outgoing join(w, 1, ∗) message for some w because that would make p ∈ Γ(w) and hence make
p.s[0] = wtg (by D5 ), contradicting the guard of this branch. [C2 ] This action may falsify the consequent
if u, j = p, 0. But A1 implies that p has no outgoing leave message. [C3 ] This action does not falsify the
conjunct if u = p or v = p, because p.r0 [0] = p.l0 [0] = nil. If x = p, then having a grant(x, ∗) message
contradicts the incoming ack message (by A1 ). [C4 ] This action removes an ack message, and it does not
falsify the consequent because p.t[0] = nil. [C5 ] This action preserves p.s[0] 6= jng. [C6 ] Unaffected
because ↑ p.r0 [0] = nil. [D] Unaffected because this action preserves all ∆, Γ values. [R] Unaffected
because ↑ p.r0 [0] = p.l0 [0] = nil.
{I} T5 {I}: We first note that conjunct A1 implies that i < p.k (i.e., i is “in range”). [A1 ] This action
preserves p.s[i] 6= jng|lvg. [A2 ] This action changes p.s[i] from busy to in and decreases f (p) from 1 to
0. [A3 ] This action changes p.s[i] from busy to in. [B1 ] This action preserves p.s[i] 6= out|jng. [B2 ]
This action falsifies p.s[i] = busy and falsifies p.t[i] = nil. [C1 ] This action preserves p.s[i] 6= jng. [C2 ]
This action preserves p.s[i] 6= lvg. [C3 ] This action may falsify the consequent if u, j = p, i. But A2
implies that p has no outgoing grant(∗, i) message. [C4 ] This action may falsify the consequent if x = p
or v.l[v.k] = p because this action changes p.r[i] to nil. In either case, A1 implies that h(p, i) = 0 because
↑ #(∗, p, done(i)) = 1. [C5 ] This action preserves p.s[i] 6= jng. [C6 ] Unaffected. [D] Unaffected because
this action preserves all ∆, Γ values. [R] Unaffected.
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{I} T6 {I}: Suppose this action takes the first branch (i.e., s[k] = jng) and decreases p.k by 1 (because ↑ p.id 6= ). Let m be the old p.k and let m0 = m − 1. [A1 ] This action decreases f (p)
from 1 to 0. It also changes p.s[m] from jng to out and p.s[m0 ] from wtg to in, before shrinking p.id .
[A2,3 , B] This action shrinks p.id . [C1 ] This action may falsify the consequent if w = p, but A1 implies that #(∗, ∗, join(p, ∗, ∗)) = 0. [C2 ] This action may falsify the consequent if u = p, but A1 implies that #(p, ∗, leave) = 0. [C3 ] This action may falsify the consequent if x = p, but A1 implies that
#(∗, ∗, grant(p, ∗)) = 0. [C4 ] This action shrinks p.id and ↑ p.r[m] = p.l[m] = p.t[m] = nil. [C5 ] This
action does not falsify the consequent by affecting v.s[v.k] = jng if v = p. [D1 ] This action changes ∆(p)
to ∅. [D2 ] This action creates a new end message, whose Γ value equals the old ∆(p) and whose level is
m0 . By D3 , this conjunct is preserved. [D3 ] This action creates a new end message, whose Γ value equals
the old ∆(p) \ {p} and whose level is m0 . By D1 , this conjunct is preserved. [D4 ] This action changes ∆(p)
to ∅. [D5 ] This action changes ∆(p) to ∅ and changes p.s[m0 ] to in. By D1 , p 6∈ ∆(w) where w.k = m.
[D6 ] This action creates a new end message, whose Γ value equals the old ∆(p) \ {p} and whose level is
m0 . [R] Unaffected.
{I} T6 {I}: Suppose this action takes the first branch (i.e., s[k] = jng) and preserves p.k (because
p.id = ). [A1 ] This action decreases f (p) from 1 to 0. It also changes p.s[0] from jng to out and
p.s[−1] from wtg to in. [A2,3 , B] This action changes p.s[0] from jng to out. [C1 ] This action may falsify
w.s[j] = jng if w, j = p, 0, but A1 implies that #(∗, ∗, join(p, ∗, ∗)) = 0. [C2 ] This action preserves
p.s[0] 6= lvg. [C3 ] This action may falsify x.s[j] = jng if x, j = p, 0, but this does not falsify the overall
consequent. [C4 ] This action may falsify v.s[v.k] = jng if v, v.k = p, 0, but this does not falsify the overall
consequent. [C5 ] This action may falsify v.s[v.k] = jng if v, v.k = p, 0, but this does not falsify the overall
consequent. [D] Similar to the previous case (i.e., p.k is decreased). [R] Unaffected.
{I} T6 {I}: Suppose this action takes the second branch (i.e., p.s[p.k] = lvg). [A1 ] This action decreases f (p) from 1 to 0 and changes p.s[p.k] from lvg to in. [A2,3 , B] This action changes p.s[p.k] from lvg
to in. [C1 ] This action preserves p.s[p.k] 6= jng. [C2 ] This action may falsify u.s[j] = lvg if u, j = p, p.k,
but A1 implies #(p, ∗, leave) = 0. [C3 ] This action may falsify x.s[j] = lvg if x, j = p, p.k, but this does
not falsify the overall consequent. [C4 ] Similar to C3 . [C5 ] This action preserves p.s[p.k] 6= jng. [C6 , D, R]
Unaffected.
{I} T7 {I}: We first note that conjuncts C6 and D6 imply that i < p.k (i.e., i is “in range”) because p
is in the scope of the end message being received. If this action takes the second branch, then I is trivially
preserved. Suppose this action takes the first branch (i.e., p 6= a). By D6 , we have ↑ p.s[i] = wtg. [A1 ] This
action preserves p.s[i] 6= jng|lvg. [A2 ] This action preserves p.s[i] 6= busy. [A3 ] This action changes p.s[i]
from wtg to in. [B1 ] This action preserves p.s[i] 6= out|jng [B2 ] This action preserves p.s[i] 6= busy. [C]
This action changes p.s[i] from wtg to in. [D1 ] Unaffected. [D2,3 ] This action removes an end message
and creates a new one with a smaller scope (p removed). [D4 ] Unaffected. [D5 ] This action may falsify the
consequent if v, u.k − = p, i, but D3 implies that p 6∈ ∆(w) where w.k − = i. [D6 ] This action may falsify
the consequent if u, π.` = p, i, but D2 implies that p 6∈ Γ(τ ) where τ.` = i. [R] Unaffected.
Therefore, I is an invariant.
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